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Abstract

MPT is a novel multipath technology based on the GRE in UDP tunnel specification. In this paper, the conceptual
architecture of MPT is disclosed. The designed structure of MPT includes several useful components: the possibility
for external software modules to change the run-time parameters (by using the control interface), the choice between
flow-based and packet based mappings of tunnel traffic to paths, as well as optional guarantee of in-order packet delivery
to the application. The throughput aggregation performance of MPT is investigated in both laboratory and production
network environment. The production network measurements proved that MPT is capable for super-aggregation (i.e.
the aggregated throughput is higher than the algebraic sum of the throughput of the paths).
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1. Introduction

Multipath solutions have been intensively researched
for at least a decade [1, 2, 3]. There are several moti-
vations behind it: many of our common IT devices (e.g.
smartphones, tablets, notebooks, etc.) has multiple in-
terfaces (Ethernet, Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G), however, the design
of the TCP/IP protocol stack allows only one of them
to be used for a given communication session (as a com-
munication session is identified by a five 5-tuple: source
IP address, source port number, destination IP address,
destination port number and the protocol number denot-
ing TCP or UDP). The aggregation of the transmission
capacity of all the interfaces could increase the achieved
throughput experienced by the user. Also the automatic
changing of the interfaces could improve the quality of ex-
perience when one of them becomes overloaded or unable
to operate. There were different solutions proposed rang-
ing from Link Layer [3] to Transport Layer [1].

In this paper, we propose MPT, as a Network Layer
multipath solution. Its conceptual architecture is unique
and distinguishes it from every other existing multipath
solutions opening up several areas of applications such
as vertical handover without packet loss [4], RTP based
video streaming using different network technologies for
redundancy purposes [5], efficient throughput aggregation
of several paths (tested up to twelve 100Mbps paths in [6])
and also super-aggregation, which means that the aggre-
gated throughput is higher than the sum of the individual
throughput of the paths (see later).
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This paper is organized as follows. First, the concep-
tual architecture of MPT is introduced in chapter two.
Second, it is examined how MPT relates to other multi-
path technologies. Then, some high-level design details of
MPT are disclosed in chapter four. Finally, both labora-
tory and production network performance measurements
are presented including the demonstration of the super-
aggregation capability of MPT.

2. The conceptual architecture of MPT

The MPT architecture targets a Network Layer multi-
path communication technology. It is based on the “GRE
in UDP Encapsulation”, (see Fig. 1), which is currently a
“Work in progress” state RFC Draft document [7].

The single path GRE in UDP specification distinguishes
the IP address used for the identification of the Application
(i.e. the Socket ID) and the identification of the physical
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Figure 1: The structure of GRE in UDP
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Figure 2: The MPT-GRE conceptual architecture

interface by introducing a tunnel interface: the IP address
of the tunnel interface is used by the Application (Tun-
nel) which is different from the IP address of the physi-
cal interface. Even the version number of the Tunnel IP
and the Physical Interface IP can be different: IPv4/IPv6
(Tunnel) is independent of the IPv4/IPv6 (Physical). The
MPT architecture follows the idea of the GRE in UDP
technology but allows the usage of more than one physi-
cal interfaces for the tunnel communication (see Fig. 2):
below the GRE sublayer, multiple UDP/IP instances can
be specified by using multiple interfaces. The usage of
multiple physical interfaces enables us to establish a Net-
work Layer multipath communication infrastructure. The
mapping (or binding) between the tunnel interface and
the physical interfaces (i.e. paths) is controlled by the
MPT software component. The purpose of the Network
Layer multipath communication is the same as other mul-
tipath technologies ([8, 9]): aggregating the capacities of
the paths and/or giving redundancy/backup path possibil-
ity for the communication. The PDU travelling through
the network follows exactly the PDU specification of [7],
so using only one path in the MPT architecture will result
in the traditional GRE in UDP technology (i.e. the tunnel
interface will be mapped statically to a physical interface).

Two important questions of the MPT operation are
the “congestion control” on the different paths and the
distribution of the packets of the communication among
the available paths. The traditional tunneling technology
does not require the congestion control below the tunnel
interface (as we may assume the presence of congestion
control above the tunnel): “a tunnel carrying IP-based
traffic should already interact appropriately with other
traffic sharing the path, and specific congestion control
mechanisms for the tunnel are not necessary” [10]. Using
multipath communication below the tunnel interface will a
little bit modify this feature: the different paths may have
different congestion related properties, so it may produce
situations where the congestion cannot be appropriately
managed above the tunnel interface, thus the control of
congestion below the tunnel interface may be needed. The
MPT path selection mechanism can be managed through

a control interface (see Fig. 3) using a special control pro-
tocol which results in an open framework. In this paper,
we do not investigate the questions and solutions for the
multipath congestion control problems, but we would like
to emphasize that the described architecture is open to
work with such kind of solutions: the congestion control
mechanism can use the control interface of the MPT soft-
ware library to influence and modify the properties and
parameters of the paths. For example, a congested path
can be turned off; or it can be turned on, when becomes
uncongested again. Similarly, the traffic distribution be-
tween the paths can be modified at any time according to
the actual state of the network infrastructure by using the
control protocol. Although MPT is not a Software Defined
Networking technology, its conceptual working mechanism
is quite similar to that. The control interface opens up the
possibility of managing the path selection mechanism (i.e.
“control plane”) of the MPT enabled host by a central soft-
ware entity, having a much better view on the parameters
and state of the network infrastructure.

The packet transmission and receive mechanism of the
MPT software component works according to the following
description (see Fig. 3). The application software sends
an IP (i.e. IPv4 or IPv6) packet to the tunnel interface.
Then the packet is read by the MPT software. The MPT
software looks for the connection specification. The con-
nection is the basic unit of the MPT multipath communi-
cation technology. The concept of connection is similar to
the one defined in [8]: The connection will determine the
parameters and behavior of the multipath communication
(e.g. the distribution of the packets between the paths).
In other terms, an MPT connection is an UDP tunnel be-
tween two MPT entities, which can be used to carry user
data. We show an example for the deeper understanding of
the concept. Let us consider a host with three interfaces:
an Ethernet, a Wi-Fi and an LTE. This host may have sev-
eral MPT connections to a remote host. For example, one
of them uses a path through the Ethernet interface and
another path through the Wi-Fi interface and the traffic
of the connection is distributed in 3:1 ratio between the
two paths. Another connection may have paths over all
three interfaces and its traffic can be distributed over the
three paths in 3:1:1 ratio. We need to introduce another
term: an MPT related communication session can be e.g.
an FTP download, a video stream, a VoIP call, etc., which
uses an MPT connection and not directly the physical in-
terfaces. An MPT related communication session can be
mapped to a connection according to the host’s policy. We
may use multiple connections even in the case when using
only a single tunnel interface, so multiple mappings can
work in parallel. The identification of a connection can be
specified by using some selector fields above the tunnel in-
terface (i.e. selector fields can be chosen from the headers
appearing above the “GRE in UDP” sublayer). A typi-
cal example of a connection specification is the case when
we identify the connection by the pair of IP addresses of
the peers’ tunnel interfaces. In this case only one connec-
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Figure 3: The conceptual MPT working mechanism

tion will be created and all the transmitted packets of the
different applications will be mapped to the physical inter-
faces according to the same connection specification (per
packet based mapping). Another example of the connec-
tion specification can be considered when identifying the
connection with the four tuple of IP addresses and port
numbers. In this case each communication session will be
mapped to the available paths by using different distri-
butions (i.e. performing a flow based mapping). In both
cases the connection parameters can be defined statically,
or can be changed during the operation by using special
commands of the control protocol.

A packet (coming from the tunnel interface) will be
transmitted to the outgoing physical interface according
to the connection specification and state. The outgoing
path will be selected according to the actual state of the
connection by strictly following the connection description
(i.e. the distribution of the packets between the available
paths). The path selection is based on the actual values of
the connection’s counters. If the outgoing path is identi-
fied, the packet will be encapsulated into a “GRE in UDP”
segment and will be sent out on the physical interface of
the chosen path. The fields of the GRE header will be set
according to the specification of [7]. The simplest GRE
header contains 4 octets: 16 bits of zeros and 16 bits of
protocol type identification value (i.e. 0x86DD in the case
of using IPv6 on the tunnel interface, or 0x0800 in the case
of IPv4).

The packet receiving mechanism is a little bit simpler.
When a packet arrives to the physical interface, the des-
tination UDP port number must be the special “GRE-in-
UDP” port number value (it is not yet assigned by IANA,
as written in [7]). Then the packet will be read by the
MPT software. The MPT software runs some checking

processes (e.g. connection validity check, GRE sequence
number check or GRE Key value check, if present). If
all the checking mechanisms finish successfully then the
packet is transmitted to the Transport and Application
Layers through the tunnel interface.

3. Relationship to other multipath solutions

3.1. Multipath TCP

Multipath TCP is defined by an “experimental” state
RFC [8] and it is still actively developed by the Multipath
TCP Working Group of IETF [11]. MPTCP uses multiple
TCP sub-flows on the top of potentially disjoint paths, see
Fig. 4. It aims to provide the users both higher through-
put and improved resilience to network failures. It was suc-
cessfully tested in both areas. In an experiment, a single
data-stream was transmitted at the rate of 50Gbps over six
10Gbps Ethernet Links using MPTCP [12]. The demon-
stration of the failover capability of MPTCP was also re-
ported in [13]. Furthermore, MPTCP was also successfully
applied for enabling transparent handover between Wi-Fi
and 3G (in both directions) [14]. In addition to its prac-
tical application, MPTCP is also an important research
topic, see e.g. [15].

The most important difference between MPT and
MPTCP is that MPT operates in the Network Layer,
whereas MPTCP is a Transport Layer multipath solution.
MPTCP is a suitable solution for those applications that
use the TCP protocol in the Transport Layer for a reliable
byte stream transmission (e.g. it is perfect for downloading
web pages, sending and downloading e-mails, etc.). How-
ever, there are applications that rather use UDP in the
Transport Layer either because they do not need TCP (e.g.
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short DNS queries and answers) or because the retrans-
mission mechanism of TCP would be expressly harmful
for them (e.g. real-time applications such as IP telephony
or videoconferencing, which can better tolerate a low rate
packet loss than the long delays and high jitter caused by
TCP retransmissions). MPT can be used with both classes
of applications (preferring TCP or UDP) therefore, it can
be considered as another type of solution (targeting other
areas of application) than MPTCP.

3.2. Mobile IPv6 and its extensions

Mobile IPv6 (originally defined in [16], and its current
definition can be found in [17]) made it possible for a node
to remain reachable while wandering around the Internet.
This is achieved by the dynamic update of the binding
between its home address (assigned to the node from its
home network) and its care-of address (assigned to the
node from the visited network). Even though a node may
listen to multiple care-of addresses (during the link change
it may receive packets from the previous link while it is
already available through the new one), the node has to
register its primary care-of address with its home agent (a
router in its home network) thus mobile IPv6 is not a real
multipath solution.

Mobile IPv6 has several extensions. E.g. the Network
mobility (NEMO) basic support protocol [18] enables net-
works (connected by mobile routers) to move over the In-
ternet. The Flow binding extension [19] made it possible
to assign different flows (identified by selector fields) to
different care-of addresses. This is a real Network Layer
multipath solution and can be considered as the special
case of MPT, as MPT can be also configured to use flow
based mapping. By using per flow path selection, one
may achieve for example that the 3G interface of a mo-
bile device is used for VoIP communication while (at the
same time) the Wi-Fi interface is used for file downloading.
However, a single application cannot utilize the transmis-
sion capacity of both interfaces because it cannot provide
two types of packet selectors for its packets. The aggrega-
tion of the transmission capacity of multiple interfaces is
a simple task for MPT with per packet based mapping.

Proxy mobile IPv6 [20] can be considered an extension
(or a variation) of Mobile IPv6. In this solution, the proxy
mobility agent performs the mobility related signaling on
behalf of the mobile node, thus the protocol stack of the
mobile node does not have to be able for it. A multi homed

mobile node may connect to the same proxy mobile IPv6
domain through more than one interface and use these
interfaces simultaneously. An update to proxy mobile IPv6
[21] specifies protocol extensions to PMIPv6 to distribute
specific traffic flows on different physical interfaces. (Thus
it is the flow based mapping special case of MPT again.)

3.3. Other similar solutions

3.3.1. Multiple interfaces and provisioning domains

The MIF WG of IETF focuses on the situation when
a host has multiple interfaces and they are connected to
different provisioning domains [9]. However, the situation
is considered rather a “problem” to solve (e.g. how to
choose between the interfaces) then a “possibility” to ex-
ploit. They do not mention something like the distribution
of the traffic of the applications over the multiple inter-
faces, therefore we do not consider it a multipath solution.

3.3.2. Openflow link-layer multipath switching

OLiMPS [22] is a novel solution, which uses the logic of
the Link Layer, that is, it calculates routes as if the nodes
were connected with LANs. It uses the OpenFlow [23]
technology and it was designed for the Large Hadron Col-
lider Open Network Environment (LHCONE). OLiMPS is
a multipath solution and it enables per flow load distribu-
tion. Ref. [22] states that multipath can be achieved in
several ways, and its authors used MPTCP from among
them in their latest publications [24] and [25].

3.3.3. The TRILL protocol of routing bridges

Routing bridges aimed to combine the advantages of
routers and bridges [26]. They use TRILL (Transparent
Interconnection of Lots of Links) protocol, which supports
multipath forwarding. However, it is “designed to be a
Local Area Network protocol and not designed with the
goal of scaling beyond the size of existing bridged LANs”
[26].

4. MPT implementation - proof of the concept

In this chapter, we describe the most important de-
sign features of our implementation of the discussed mul-
tipath GRE in UDP concept. This implementation must
be considered only as a prototype, which was created to
“prove the concept”. The software development was per-
formed by the Multipath Communication Research Group
in the Faculty of Informatics at the University of Debre-
cen. The currently available MPT-GRE implementation
[27] is a continuation of the earlier started MPT multi-
path library development. The research studies on the
original MPT library started in 2013 (see [28], [29]). The
conceptual structure of the MPT library in 2013 was quite
similar to the current architecture of the MPT-GRE sys-
tem. The most important difference is the lack of the GRE
in UDP sublayer in the old version (as it was developed as
a standard IP in UDP tunneling technology). We included
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the GRE in UDP sublayer into the model, thus the GRE
in UDP header was included into the new PDU (according
to [7]). This modification makes it possible to build a new
service feature into the MPT environment: the Sequence
Number field of the GRE header can be used to guaran-
tee the in order delivery of the packets to the receiver’s
tunnel interface. This feature can be very important, if
the used paths have quite different parameters (especially
delay values). Out of order packet arrival will certainly oc-
cur if the delay of the paths are different (even in the case,
when the difference is not too big), and this may cause se-
rious TCP performance problems. By using the GRE Se-
quence Numbers we have the possibility of reordering the
incoming packets at the receiver side, according to their
sending-order.

4.1. Design of the Control Interface

We have implemented the most important control in-
terface functions into the MPT-GRE library. These com-
mands can be used to create an MPT connection (that is
a tunnel) between the MPT entities of two hosts, to add
or delete paths (that is underlying physical connections)
to or from a connection, etc.

We note that the same control interface is used for the
local administration of the MPT entity (accessing a UDP
port through the loopback interface) and for the commu-
nication of the MPT client with the MPT server (through
UDP communication).

In what follows, we give a short overview of the cur-
rently available control interface commands:

mpt path up/down - this command can be used to
“turn on” or “off” a specified path. If the path status
is changed to “down”, then it is not used by the connec-
tion, (i.e. no data is sent through that path by the MPT
software).

mpt interface up/down - all the paths, that are
based on the given local physical interface are “turned on”
or “off” by starting the mpt path up/down command
for each considered path.

mpt connection create - This command can be
used to establish a “Multipath GRE in UDP Service
Provider”. The MPT server of the Service Provider can be
started without active connections, and the clients of the
Service Provider are able to establish the multipath GRE
in UDP tunnel connection to the Provider’s MPT server
dynamically, “as needed”. The whole configuration is sent
from the client to the server and the server creates a new
connection using the received parameters.

mpt keepalive - The keepalive message is used
to check the availability of the paths regularly. Each
path has got two timing configuration parameters: the
KEEPALIVE TIME parameter sets the frequency of the
keepalive messages to send. The DEAD TIME param-
eter is the amount of time that makes sure of receiv-
ing keepalive message from the peer of the path. If no
keepalive message arrives in a path for DEAD TIME sec-
onds then the path is considered as “dead”, and the mpt

path down command is started for the given path to dis-
able the usage of the path immediately. The keepalive
mechanism can be turned off by using zero timer values
in the configuration. The purpose of the keepalive mech-
anism can be illustrated by the following example: If an
unexpected routing problem occurs, we do not have to
wait for the convergence of the routing mechanism (which
can take a long time is some special cases) to continue the
communication session: the multipath communication li-
brary will disable the unavailable path immediately when
the routing breakdown is sensed. Thus, the communica-
tion will continue to work through the remaining paths of
the connection. Similarly, if a keepalive message arrives on
a path, which status is “down”, the path up command
is started to enable the usage of the path in the commu-
nication. It means, if the routing mechanism reached the
converged state, and the previously unavailable path starts
to work again, the path will be automatically “turned on”
when the reception of the keepalive message proves its us-
ability.

mpt reload - this command can be used to reload
the configuration parameters.

The control interface communication is based on UDP.
In our current solution it uses a different port number than
the one reserved for the GRE in UDP data transmission.
The reason of this decision is that this solution ensured
the separation of the data communication and the control
communication. A control communication may take a long
time (e.g. interface turning up and getting IP address for
the interface may take 10-15 seconds in some situation).
This long operation of the control communication could
also block the data communication if we used the same
port number. As for security, IPsec policy can be applied
easily for the control interface communication, but - as the
authentication seems to be the most important - local au-
thentication solution can be applied, too. The control mes-
sage communication follows a 4-way-handshake to perform
the necessary information exchange between the peers for
the requested functionality. The only exception is the case
of sending keepalive messages: it contains only one single
way transmission (repeated regularly, as specified by the
KEEPALIVE TIME parameter).

We note that the control interface was designed to
be expandable with new commands, thus new control
paradigms can be integrated into MPT. The current com-
mands can be found in the user manual of MPT available
with the MPT-GRE library [27].

4.2. Mapping of the tunnel traffic to paths

At the sender side, we have to map the tunnel traffic to
the paths of the connection. In the current implementa-
tion, we use the IP address pairs of the connected tunnel
interfaces as the ID of the connection. This solution will
perform a per-packet based mapping. If we would like to
implement a flow based solution we would have to include
the port number of the application into the connection ID.
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The per-packet based mapping raises further questions con-
cerning the distribution of the packets among the paths. In
the current MPT software, we use a configuration param-
eter WEIGHT OUT for each path, which will determine
the distribution of the packets. For example, if we have
three paths (path 1, path 2 and path 3) with weights of
them set to 12, 15 and 10 then the sending cycle consist
of 37 packets (it is the sum of the weights, in the case of
normalized weights, which means that the greatest com-
mon divisor of the weights is 1). In each sending cycle,
12 packets will be transmitted through the first path, 15
packets will be sent through the second and 10 packets will
be transmitted through the third path. In order to approx-
imate the weights at each packet sending, the sequence of
the path indices in a sending cycle is the following vector:
(2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3,
1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3).

The sending vector is calculated by the following algo-
rithm:

Algorithm 1 to calculate sending vector:

Require: W [i](1 ≤ i ≤ N), the vector of the weights of
the paths.
(Note: We have N paths with indices (1, . . . , N)

Ensure: O[j](1 ≤ j ≤ M), the sending vector containing
the indices of the paths; where M is the length of the
sending cycle.

lcm := Least Common Multiple for (W [1], . . . ,W [N ])
M := 0
s[i] := 0, for all i (1 ≤ i ≤ N)
(Note: s[i] will store the sum of the increments for path
i, where the increment is lcm/W [i])
while true do
z := min(s[1] + lcm/W [1], . . . , s[N ] + lcm/W [N ])
k := The smallest index i, for which (z = s[i] +
lcm/W [i]) is true
M := M + 1
s[k] := z
O[M ] := k
if (s[i] = z) is true for all i (1 ≤ i ≤ N) then

return
end if

end while

The current MPT implementation uses a configuration
file based static weighting of the paths, which can be used
efficiently, if the throughputs of the paths do not change
during the communication: we can set the weights of the
paths according to their previously measured throughputs.
The control interface opens the way to change the weight of
a path in runtime-mode, thus by recalculating the sending
vector, the distribution of the packets among the paths
will be changed immediately.

We have determined the WEIGHT OUT values for our
tests as follows: the throughput values of the different
paths were measured by using iperf3 and the throughput

values expressed in Mbps were used as the WEIGHT OUT
values. Their setting may be automated by using a short
script that measures the values and writes them into the
configuration file. It could also be implemented in MPT
as a command, but currently it is out of scope of MPT.

In a more general case, when the parties of a given
communication, which we call now sender and receiver,
measured their upload and download speed of their net-
work links independently from each other, the weights can
be calculated as:

WOij = min(SUi, RDj) (1)

where: SUi and RDj denote the upload speed of the
i-th link of the sender and the download speed of the
j-th link of the receiver, respectively, and WOij is the
WEIGHT OUT value of the sender for the path defined
by these links.

The weights are scalars, their ratio is what counts.
They are to be determined using the same method for
all links. If expressing them in Mbps does not give a
fine enough resolution then 100kbps or even smaller units
should be used.

4.3. Handling packet reordering

The MPT environment offers the usage of a special
buffer-array to receive and temporarily store the incoming
packets. If we require in order transmission through the
tunnel then the packets will be reordered according to their
GRE Sequence Number before writing them to the tunnel
interface. As packets may be lost during the transmission,
we may not wait for a sequence number value infinitely.
We use a parameter named MAX BUFFDELAY MSEC
which limits the maximum waiting time (in milliseconds)
for a missing sequence number value. We have to be careful
when setting this parameter. If the value is too small, then
we may incorrectly consider a sequence number as lost, and
if it arrives later, we have to drop it to keep on the order-
right delivery. If the value is too large, then the packet loss
will be determined too late, and thus the communication
performance may decrease. Our experience shows that a
feasible choice could be: a few times the RTT (Round-Trip
Time) of the slowest path.

4.4. User space implementation

Our MPT implementation works fully in user space
including both data and control plane. Thus it is kernel
version agnostic and it can be compiled under different
CPU architectures. Besides x86, it was successfully tested
on ARM (both on Raspberry Pi and Android).

5. Initial testing of our MPT implementation

In this chapter, we describe the results of five mea-
surements. The first two of them investigate the through-
put aggregation capability of the MPT software. In the
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Figure 5: Four wired paths laboratory measurement environment

first case, we used a test laboratory environment contain-
ing four wired paths. As only the measurement traffic
was present in the laboratory, the delay was almost con-
stant and homogeneous in the system. In the second case,
we used a real-life business network environment (going
through the Internet Cloud of the University of Debre-
cen) to aggregate the throughput of a wired (Ethernet)
and a wireless (Wi-Fi) link. The third measurement in-
vestigates the usefulness of the GRE Sequence Number,
which facilitates in-order delivery of the received packets
to the tunnel interface. The last two measurements were
performed by some of our colleagues and we only cite their
results concerning the comparison of the path aggregation
capacity of MPT with that of MPTCP and the testing of
the switchover speed of MPT.

5.1. Test laboratory environment with 4 wired paths

We built a test-laboratory environment in order to an-
alyze the throughput aggregation efficiency of the GRE
in UDP based multipath communication library. It con-
tains four partially disjoint paths (see Fig. 5). The mea-
surement method is the same as it was in [29]: one file
(20MB) was transferred between the hosts, using the built
in ftp software of the Ubuntu Linux operating system.
But in this case we used the new, GRE based MPT soft-
ware library instead of the old, UDP based tunnel solution
that was used in [29]. The PCs (Intel Core i5, 2500MHz
CPU, 8GB RAM, 1TB HDD) are connected to the routers
with 100Mbps wired connections. Their two Fast Ethernet
links are common in the four paths. The bottleneck point
of the communication was set to the four different serial
links between the routers: the speed of these links were
set to 1Mbps or 2Mbps, so ensuring that the shared Fast
Ethernet links will not limit or influence the throughput
aggregation measurement. Taking into consideration the
symmetry of the system, we can distinguish five different
measurement cases, depending on the number of the in-
cluded 2Mbps serial links: (1-1-1-1), (2-1-1-1), (2-2-1-1),
(2-2-2-1), (2-2-2-2). We have performed 10 measurements
for each case (i.e. 50 measurements in all), to see the sta-
bility of the measurements and focusing to the variances
of the measured values. In the MPT configuration, we
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Figure 6: 20MB file transfer with clock rates 2M/1M/1M/1M

used a per packet based distribution between the paths,
setting the weights of the paths according to the speed of
the serial link in the path. The measurements showed very
good stability and very small variances (less than 5%): the
differences of the measured values in the same case study
were almost not noticeable. As it could be expected, the
measurements results are the same as they were in [29].
The efficiency of the throughput aggregation of the GRE
in UDP multipath communication environment is better
than 95 percent in each case. The detailed results for the
cases of (2-1-1-1) and (2-2-2-1) can be seen in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7.

5.2. Super aggregation of two paths in a production net-
work environment

In this evaluation, we performed measurements using
the wired and the wireless network of the University of
Debrecen. The structure of the environment can be seen
in Fig. 8. The “Server” node was a fast PC (Intel Core i7,
3GHz, 8GB RAM, 500GB HDD, two pieces of 1000Mbps
network interface cards for network connection). The
“Client” node was a Lenovo T420 notebook (Intel Core
i5, 2.5GHz, 8GB RAM, 500GB SSD, one 1000Mbps RJ-45
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Figure 7: 20MB file transfer with clock rates 2M/2M/2M/1M

interface and one 802.11n wireless interface). The Ubuntu
Linux 14.04.3 LTS was installed on both computers, us-
ing the Westwood TCP congestion control implementa-
tion. The client was connected to the wired network in-
frastructure by a 100Mbps Ethernet link.

For the aggregation performance test, we used the
“super-aggregation” idea, introduced by Cheng-Lin Tsao
et al. in [30]: the download throughput of a wireless mul-
tipath environment can be greater than the algebraic sum
of the paths’ download throughput if the TCP ACK mes-
sages are drawn off from the Wi-Fi communication. The
MPT environment can be configured asymmetrically, so
we could simply create a configuration, which uses both
paths for data downloading and uses only the Ethernet
wired path to send the ACK messages to the server, thus
producing a lossless, reliable ACK transmit. Removing
the ACK messages from the half-duplex Wi-Fi path sig-
nificantly decreases the number of Wi-Fi media access re-
quests and this spared capacity will be used in the down-
load direction.

We note that the choice of the Westwood TCP conges-
tion control implementation was important because, unlike
Reno, Westwood can differentiate between random packet
loss and packet loss due to congestion therefore it performs
significantly better over wireless links [31].

802.11n

100BaseTX

1000BaseT

Standard 
communication 
network at the
University of 

Debrecen

ServerClient

Figure 8: Super-aggregation measurement environment

As the measurements were performed in the business
network at the University of Debrecen, connecting the
client and the server to different networks (i.e. the mea-
surement traffic competed with the normal users’ traffic),
we used the iperf3 tool in multithread mode (with 35
threads) to decrease the effect of the other users’ traffic on
the measurement results. Each measurement round con-
tained three download throughput measurements: first,
we tested the throughput from the server to the client
by using only the 100Mbps Ethernet wired link of the
client. The second measurement used only the Wi-Fi con-
nection of the client, and the third test was used by the
MPT environment, combining the two paths. Each test
ran for 20 seconds, and 15 seconds break was inserted
after each measurement. The configuration files of the
measurement environment and the measurement scripts
can be found at http://irh.inf.unideb.hu/user/
almasi/mpt/superaggregation.

The WEIGHT OUT value of the Wi-Fi path was de-
termined using the before mentioned asymmetric config-
uration: download traffic was sent through Wi-Fi and
the TCP ACK messages were offloaded (they were sent
through Ethernet).

We note that the used 2.4 GHz frequency band is rather
loaded at the campus, as it is also used by the building
security system and there is a sensor network nearby. The
measurements were taken at night to decrease variable Wi-
Fi traffic coming from human users. In order to check
if the results would be similar or not, the measurements
were repeated three consecutive nights (October 2, 3 and
4, 2015) and 100 measurement rounds were executed at
each night.

The results are shown in Table 1.
Besides the average throughput, we also gave the stan-

dard deviation to show how steady or altering the through-
put was. The efficiency was calculated as follows:

E =
TMPT

TEthernet + TWi−Fi
.100% (2)

where E, TEthernet, TWi−Fi and TMPT denote the ef-
ficiency, the Ethernet throughput, the Wi-Fi throughput
and the MPT throughput, respectively.

The efficiency was between 125% and 130% all three
nights. In order to show the reason of the visibly higher
standard deviation of the Wi-Fi throughput (and some-
what smaller efficiency) at the second night, all the mea-
sured throughput values were plotted in Fig. 9. There it
can be clearly seen that the Wi-Fi throughput was signif-
icantly higher at the beginning of the second night, but
it returned to its “usual” value after that. (The higher
Wi-Fi throughput at the beginning made also the average
Wi-Fi throughput higher, which resulted finally in some-
what smaller efficiency.) We believe that this is a feature
of the real life system and it would not be fair to exclude
those measurements. The point is still clear: the super
aggregation was successfully demonstrated using the MPT
technology.
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Table 1: Super-aggregation measurement results (three nights, 100 rounds/night)

Measured Transfer Speed (Mbps)
First Night Second Night Third Night

Average Std. Dev. Average Std. Dev. Average Std. Dev.
Ethernet 94.19 0.33 94.19 0.33 94.20 0.14
Wi-Fi 51.65 2.39 55.28 7.97 52.02 4.59
MPT 189.33 9.20 188.33 9.49 189.56 8.80
Efficiency 129.82 % 125.99 % 129.64 %
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Figure 9: Super-aggregation measurement results (three nights, 100
rounds/night)

5.3. The benefit of GRE packet numbering

We tested the benefit of packet reordering made
possible by the optional GRE Sequence Number field.
For our measurements, an Ethernet + Wi-Fi through-
put aggregation setup was used. On the server side,
the outbound packet ratio between the paths was set
to 94:121 (Ethernet:Wi-Fi), while it was set to 10000:1
(Ethernet:Wi-Fi) on the client side, thus off-loading the
Wi-Fi connection from the client side. With the reorder-
ing mechanism disabled, the connection took up to tens
of seconds to stabilize, and even then we observed several
significant drops in the throughput also resulting in the
average throughput measured on the tunnel being lower
than the sum of the averages measured on each of the sep-
arate paths. The TCP retransmission count was 177,558
packets during a 5 minutes long iperf3 measurement. Af-
ter enabling the reordering mechanism (even with maxi-
mum 5 milliseconds of buffered time) the connection be-
came noticeably more stable, the throughput of the tunnel
stabilized (showing the expected aggregation) and TCP re-
transmission count also dramatically dropped to 597 pack-
ets for a 5 minutes long iperf3 measurement. Please refer
to Fig. 10 for comparison. These results justify the use of
the GRE in UDP technology in MPT.
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Figure 10: The benefit of packet reordering

5.4. Comparison with MPTCP

Ákos Kovács made an initial comparison of MPT and
MPTCP at the Széchenyi István University. He compared
their path aggregation capabilities in laboratory environ-
ment up to twelve 100Mbps Ethernet links. He found that
MPT showed somewhat better performance than MPTCP
up to 8 links and MPT significantly outperformed MPTCP
for higher number of links, because the aggregation capa-
bility of MPTCP is limited up to 8 paths [32].

5.5. Testing switchover speed

There is an ongoing research at the University of
Debrecen where the experienced throughput of a multi-
path mobile device is measured. The preliminary results
showed that when link failures were caused then the con-
nection recovered really quickly (in 1-2 seconds) and trans-
mission continued on the other path [33].

6. Future work

We view the architecture of MPT as an open proto-
col which is to be completed with some further parts. In
the same way as TCP may work with different congestion
control algorithms, MPT may work with different methods
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for detecting congestion (or capacity change) on the indi-
vidual paths and switching the paths down/up or chang-
ing their weights. Such algorithms can be easily suited
into MPT: the control interface of our current implemen-
tation makes it possible to switch paths up/down or change
their weights (using the mpt path up|down command
or changing the WEIGHT OUT values in the configura-
tion file and using the mpt reload command). Thus
these algorithms can be developed “outside” of MPT, and
may be integrated into it later on after being tested and
found to be appropriate. We plan to develop such algo-
rithms and analyze their performances in both closed and
open network environments. As Marius Georgescu pointed
it out: whereas the isolated network environments (labo-
ratory testbeds) are suitable for a fine-grain performance
analysis, the open environments (production networks) are
necessary for a better analysis of operational characteris-
tics [34]. Thus we plan to use both of them.

Another important direction of our future research
is to find an algorithm for selecting the value of the
MAX BUFFDELAY MSEC, even for changing it adap-
tively. We plan to build a testbed and/or a simulation
environment to investigate how the different parameters
(e.g. the RTT and the transmission speed of the differ-
ent paths) influence its “optimal” value, and also to assess
how the deviations from the “optimal” value influence the
performance and quality of the communication.

We also plan to write an Internet Draft (future RFC)
about MPT.

7. Conclusion

We have given a survey of multipath solutions, and
showed that MPT significantly differs from all of them by
extending the GRE in UDP specification to be capable for
using multiple paths. We have disclosed both the concep-
tual architecture and the design features of MPT.

The control interface of MPT opens up the possi-
bility to change the run-time parameters of the system
thus makes possible the prompt reaction to environmental
changes (e.g. by switching off/on paths in case of network
breakdown/repair).

We have shown that using a special reorganization of
the traffic in a wired and wireless multipath environment
(this can be easily specified in the MPT configuration) can
produce a super-aggregation of the throughput.

We conclude that the multipath GRE in UDP architec-
ture of MPT has the potential to become a widely usable
Network Layer multipath solution and therefore it deserves
the attention of the networking research community.
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